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The library as a place of learning has seen progressive change. DIT Library Services is listening and responding to the student need for a library service that supports all their learning requirements and learning styles. A service designed to reach them at their point of need.

**Ask-a-Librarian**

Digital Literacy Toolkit

Library Learning: a digital information pack

Library How To Guides - YouTube

DIT Job Space - a collaboration with the Career Development Centre

Digital Skills & Research Hub and research support for all students in development

“The only thing that you absolutely have to know, is the location of the library.”

-Albert Einstein

Now the Library is wherever the student is.

**DIT Library Services**

- Allison Kavanagh: allison.kavanagh@dit.ie
- Brian Gillespie: brian.gillespie@dit.ie
- Israel Chidavaenzi: israel.chidavaenzi@dit.ie
- Sarah-Anne Kennedy: sarahanne.kennedy@dit.ie